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Commissioner's Greetings
세계적인 복합물류체계의 허브
부산진해 경제자유구역

JIN YANG HYUN
Commissioner of BJFEZ Authority
In recent days, Busan New Port located within BJFEZ has been handling more than 2/3 of the total
container cargoes of Busan Port. And it is leading global port logistics as the world's 6th largest
container port and top 3 transshipment port.
When Gimhae International Airport is expanded into Gimhae New Airport, then present sea-centered
logistics will be developed into sea & air combining logistics in collaboration with Busan New Port just
15km away from the Airport. Busan is also becoming the center of logistics in Asia beyond Shanghai
and Hong Kong. Also, if the railway logistics function of Busan New Port is strengthened by the
transfer of the container yard in Busanjin Station to Songjeong District of BJFEZ, BJFEZ will advance
into a hub of global logistics and create its own brand value.
BJFEZ, geographically located in the center of Northeast Asia, has been a core area of Tri-port by
aiming to have optimal business environment.
In the future, BJFEZ Authority will not only enhance the value added by transforming its growth
paradigm in accordance with an evident logistics-hub strategy, but, do its best to create BJFEZ's
unique brand power.
Thank you.
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NEWS
Highest Score earned
in the Investment
Attraction and the
Development Project
Promotion

Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone
took the first place for two
consecutive years

in the Performance Evaluation of
Free Economic Zones in Korea
BJFEZ has ranked 1st in the Performance
Evaluation of Free Economic Zones in Korea for
2 consecutive years.
This result was reviewed and made in the 91st
Free Economic Zone Committee in May 19
(Chairman of the Committee:Minister of Trade,
Industry, and Energy)

The Free Economic Zone Performance Evaluation
is the system adopted in 2010 aiming to assess
the performances for previous year annually.
- The evaluation committee, consisting of 14 private experts,
proceed document review, on-site inspection and
comprehensive evaluation.
- All the 7 Free Economic Zone Authorities in Korea are ranked
based on the total score summing the scores of 5 parts,
which is, organization management, development project
implementation, investment attraction, corporation support,
and living environment.

BJFEZ Authority has earned the Highest Score in the Promotion of Development Projects and
Investment Attraction and ranked 1st in 2016 Performance Evaluation.
- In the area of 'Development', as its efforts to speed up the development by way of both changing development plan
and establishing implementation plan were excellent. And the ratio of the Districts that have been normally on the going
was high.
- In the area of 'Investment Attraction', it achieved the highest level by working on differentiated investment attraction,
focusing on attracting major target industries such as global logistics companies, attracting regional anchor companies
and leading research institutes in each district, and exceeding the FDI declaration amount compared to orginal goal.
* Attraction of foreign capital in 2016 (based on the amount notified to FDI): USD 458 million (exceeding the target of USD 130 million by 352.3%)

- In the 'Qualitative Evaluation Section', it was reported that it received a good score since for solving the difficulties of
tenant enterprises through the "communication team visiting companies" and making efforts to create a settlement and
living environment for foreigners mainly in Myeongji District.
"We will make further efforts to develop BJEFZ into Global Logistics Hub by accelerating development and investment
attraction based on these evaluation results." and "I am grateful for the efforts of the employees who have had exerted
themselves to mark the top place in the Performance Evaluation for 2 consecutive years despite difficult situations" said
JIN YANG HYUN, Commissioner of BJFEZ Authority.
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US $ 13 million of FDI has been attracted
from "NK Senko", a Japanese global logistics
company.
· It is expected that employment and regional economy
will be revitalized through value added work using the
port site behind Busan New Port
BJFEZ Authority signed an MOU with Japan's global logistics
company "NH Senko" to build a logistics center of US $ 13
million (KRW15.5 billion) in the main conference room of the
Authority on May 12.
"Senko", a Japanese parent company of NH Senko, has 458
branches in Japan and other branches in 43 cities in 22 countries
around the world. In 2016, it is a global logistics company
with sales of 433 billion yen (about 4.3 trillion Korean won)
and 13,000 employees. In August 2015, Senko established
"NH Senko," through a joint venture between Japan's Niigata
Transportation Co., Ltd. and Korea’s Hwaseong Express Co.,
Ltd., in Ungdong District of BJFEZ.
"NH Senko" is constructing a logistics center including a two-story warehouse of 6,400-pyeong and a frozen warehouse
of 800-pyeong on the backdrop of Ungdong, and the construction is scheduled to be completed by October this year.
When the logistics center is completed, the center is expected to take roles in which the imported goods from the
US and Europe will be transported to the port site of the Busan New Port, and after the value-added work such as
processing and assembling, it will be transferred to the eastern and western regional ports in Japan. It is expected
that this investment of “NH Senko” will contribute to the creation of more than 50 jobs and the revitalization of the
local economy.

Myeongji District within BJFEZ, the Center of Western
Busan, becomes an International Business City
- Signed a business agreement for complex site in Myunggi
International New Town, accelerating the development of
the Western Busan
- Expected to revitalize BJFEZ with large-scale investment
including 5-star business hotel and
international convention center
BJFEZ Authority made a success in reaching a consensus
after two years and eight months of negotiations with LH
Corporation, the Developer of Myeongji Distirct Development
Project, and MSA, a foreign investment company that is the
preferred bidder. In the Complex Area(Ⅱ,Ⅲ) of Myeongji
International Business City 5-star business hotel, international
convention center, and business facilities necessary for a
global city will be constructed. It will also house residential
facilities that will have up to 3,000 households, and sales
facilities. Construction and responsible completion will be
done by POSCO E & C.
Complex Site of Myeongji International Business City,in which totally 1.65 trillion Korean Won is invested, will be
transformed into a residential area with 12,600 residents when it is completed in 2022. In addition, it is expected
that its direct and indirect employment will be 5,200 persons and attraction of foreign investment will be over 70
million dollars (80 billion Korean won). In particular, the developer, MSA, will return some of its development profits
(equivalent to 10 billion Korean won) to build the Myeongji Global Campus Town development project, and attracting
the university after signing an MOU with Lancaster University on March 6 Is expected to become visible in earnest.
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Lancaster University will be located within BJFEZ
· Nurturing future leaders in key areas (finance, logistics,
and management) through Lancaster Management School
Busanjin City (Mayor of Busan Metropolitan City, Suh Byung
Soo), BJFEZ Authority (Commissioner, JIN YANG HYUN) and
Lancaster University signed a MOU on March 6th to attract
Lancaster University, one of the best universities in the UK,
to Myoengji Global Campus Town in Myongji International
New City. The campus will be opened in September 2019
after following the university establishment procedure in line
with the completion of the first stage of the global campus.
The signing of this MOU is a result of the steady negotiations
between City of Busan and BJFEZ Authority for five months
after University of Lancaster submitted an LOI to BJFEZ
Authority in October 2016.

The University of Lancaster is a national university in Lancaster, a northwestern city of England. It is ranked fifth in the
world MBA and ranked first in business strategy major in the survey conducted by Financial Times in 2016, and it is
a prestigious university selected as the best university in northwestern UKin a survey performed by “Times” for nine
consecutive years.
City of Busan and BJFEZ Authority expect the Attraction of Busan Campus of Lancaster University to let Myeongji
Globa Campus Construction Project be more firmly established, which makes Myeongji International Business City to
be one of Brand New International Business Cities.

Business Seminar on Busan Newport Infrastructure
held in Vietnam
· Introduction of global competitiveness of Busan Port
and infrastructure behind it
BJFEZ Authority held a business briefing session on March 31,
in Hanoi, Vietnam, jointly with the Ministry of Maritime Affairs
and Fisheries, the Busan Port Authority and the Vietnam
Logistics Association to promote the transshipment in Busan
Port and revitalize the hinterland complex. On this day, 100
people from Korean manufacturing companies in Vietnam,
global shipping companies, forwarders and logistics related
government officials in Vietnam were invited and informed
of the competitiveness of Busan Newport as a global
transshipment port and the excellent infrastructure in the
hinterlandand efforts were made to enhance transshipment
and the hinterland.
At the briefing on this day, the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries explained the function and investment
environment of the port complex in Korea, and after then Busan Port Authority explained about merits in utilizing
Busan Newport and its Hinterland, followed by BJFEZ Authority’s explanation about “introduction of free economic
zone and the development plan.”
After then, a local corporation of a Korean liner explained about the service status of'Busan-Vietnam route and the
competitiveness' and lastly an occupant company explained about “various business models and advantages of using
the logistics complex in the hinterland.”
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Seminar held for building complex logistics system
· Proposed complex logistics business model for logistics tri-port, and support strategy
BJFEZ Authority held a Seminar on the 22nd, Feb, 2017 at Busan Park Hyatt Hotel on the theme of "Building a complex
logistics system and the role of BJFEZ Authority." The purpose for the Seminar lies in suggesting and discussing policies
for carrying out Tri-port function of Busan Newport,Gimhae New Airport, and Railway by efficient linkage among them.
Professor Kim Yul Seong from Korea Maritime and Ocean University proposed the "Realization of a Seamless Logistics
System connected with Busan Newport, Gimhae New Airport, and Railway System." as a logistics vision of BJFEZ in his
presentation whose title is "Building a Complex Logistics System and the Role of BJFEZ". In particular, in order to build
a complex logistics system, the professor said it is needed to attract global logistics companies by designating Gimhae
New Airport and its hinterland, which can operate up to 24 hours a day, as free economic zone.
Mr. Jin Yang Hyun, Commissioner of BJFEZ Authority, said that the proposal that there is a need to designate Gimhae
New Airport and its Hinterland Site as a Free Economic Zone for Tri-port Logistics Linkage is timely ,and that there should
be follow-up discussions for the development of the logistics system in Korea. He also added that the Authority will
strengthen its role in further upgrading the logistics systems in Korea.

Discussed on Cooperation with Logisticsrelated Business System of Samsung Motors
· Introduction of Milk-run Logistics System and other
Logistics-related Business Models
On March 10, Friday, a Benchmarking on the Global Logistics
System of Renault Samsung Motors in connection with the
Implementation of a Combined Logistics System was performed.
Including Commissioner of the Authority, 23 staffs participated in it.
On the same day, the 23 staffs of the Authority had a site tour
around assembly line for auto parts in Busan Factory of Renault
Samsung Motors. They were introduced about various
business models on such Renault Samsung Motors Logistics
Situations as Milk-run Logistics System.
Milk-run Logistics System means that japanese automobile manufacturers(by using regular liner between Korea and
Japan) bring in auto-parts carrier(Wingbody Chassis) and then circling around domestic auto-parts manufacturers,
they collect, classify and repackage imports. The vehicles themselves are imported. Moreover, the staffs' visit to
Renault Samsung Motors of this time will be a momentum for both the Authority and the auto manufacturer to be
mutually able to have discussions on various cooperative projects like participating in IR Activities held at June 7th, to
attract logistics industries in Japan, and they plan to continue to do this kind of cooperation. And a Milk-run logistics
system, which is a way of importing vehicles after re-packaging. On the other hand, taking this opportunity, Renault
Samsung Motors plans to participate in the logistics IR in Japan that will be held on June 7th by the BJFEZ Authority,
and will continue to do so in the future by discussing various cooperative projects.

BJFEZ
AT A GLANCE
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AT A GLANCE

A survey on the actual condition of businesses in BJFEZ
- Within BJFEZ, there are 1,480 enterprises whose number of employees are more than
5, and there are totally 38,160 employees. And when including those within Noksan
Industrial Complex, there are 2,918 enterprises and 70,199 employees.
- As to foreign-invested companies, there are 122 foreign-invested companies and 8,437 employees.

45 (36.9)

10 (8.2)

10 (8.2)

10 (8.2)

9 (7.4)

7 (5.7)

6 (4.9)

5 (4.1)

(Companies, %)

Japan

China

The U.S.

Singapore

Germany

Hong Kong

The
Netherlands

Switzerland

< Situation of Foreign-Invested Companies by Country >

Foreign-invested companies within BJFEZ come from 20 different countries,
and among which Japan accounted for 45 companies(36.95%), followed
by China, the USA, and Singapore whose companies amount to 10(8.2%),
respectively. And German-invested companies within BJFEZ are equal to
9(7.4%).
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According to the "Statistics on the Status
of Businesses within BJFEZ supervised
by BJFEZ Authority, and supported &
performed by Southeast Statistics Office,
as of Oct, 2016, within BJFEZ, the number
of businesses whose employees are more
than 5 amounts to 1,480, whereas that of
employees is equal to 38,160, which, in
comparison with the same period of the
previous year, shows plus 145 in business
number, and plus 1,851 in employee
number. When including the numbers
within Noksan Industrial Complex, there
are 2,918 businesses and 70,199 employees.
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The number of employees by investor is
29, 723(77.9%) for domestic companies
and 8,437(22.1%) for foreign investment
companies.
As to employees working at foreign
invested companies within BJFEZ, there
are 1,870 employees in Jisa Area, 1,167
in Busan Newport Area, and 3,315 in
other Areas.
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The number of businesses by investors was
1,358(91.8%) for domestic businesses
and 122(8.2%) for foreign businesses. The
distribution of foreign invested companies
by Area was 30(24.6%), 22(185), and
10(8.2%), in Busan Newport Area, in Jisa
Area, and in Ungdong Area, respectively.
The distribution of foreign investment
companies by industry is 54 in transportation
(44.3%) and 42 in manufacturing(34.4%).
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Combined logistics system to grow into a central city of
global logistics
Kim Yul-seong
Professor of Korea Maritime and Ocean University
In order to produce a finished product, a number of parts
are needed, and the parts are produced in and supplied
from a country or region where the production cost is
relatively low. Those activities, which include supply,
manufacturing, distribution and delivery, are getting
integrated through the trend of integration of global
supply chain and logistics mainly on the hinterland of
seaports and airports.
Similar to the trend mentioned above, the industrial
structure of Korea has also been adjusted with focus
on being a knowledge-intensive industries to tackle the
scarcity of natural resources according to the guidance
of WTO and IMF. In particular, the qualitative upgrading
and specialization of logistics have been regarded as
a strategy for survival and competition of the related
firms, furthermore, as the competition to attract global

firms is getting fiercer among countries, the necessity of
integrated logistics on the globe has been increasing.
What is a Integrated logistics system? The integrated
logistics system is a consistent transportation of specific
cargoes without transit from origin to destination
using a combination of transportation modes selected
among by sea, air, and, land. The countries and cities
where the global Integrated logistics system is efficiently
constructed are called the logistics center or the logistics
center city, and the logistics center cities on which a
relatively higher numbers of cargoes and transport modes
are concentrated play a role as a hub for the flows of
passengers, cargoes and digital information. In addition,
as a result of accompanying various services such as
transportation, communication, finance, insurance, and
the like, a huge demand for related services are created.

1) Tri-Port is used to indicate Sea Port, Air Port and Land Port, and Delta-Port is used as a term that includes tri-port and advanced information base, Tele Port.
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In recent years, exhibition and convention facilities, sightseeing and cultural complexes and shopping complexes
have been developed around harbors and airports and used as places for leisure of the people around the world.
Therefore, the realization of the logistics center city will promote the attraction of foreign direct investment in
various industries related to logistics as well as the development of the logistics industry itself. In addition, it will
play a role to improve the international competitiveness of the domestic industry by realizing the reduction of the
logistics cost of the entire national economy thanks to the efficiency of the logistics.
In general, the three main components for becoming a logistics center city consist of three things, commonly and
aggregately called, "Three Port" or "Tri-Port". 1) Tri-Port comprises seaport as a contact point for transportation by
sea, airport as a contact point for transportation by air, and, rail port as a contact point for transportation by land.
Air Port is the last remaining essential component for Busan to become an international logistics center,
Currently, there are a number of limitations in Gim-hae International Airport in an aspect of physical facilities
and its operation, for that reason, it's hard in practical perspective to reflect logistical aspect additionally into
the airport operation. Due to those limitations in the airport Busan has grown as a "half" logistics center city,
which is heavily dependent on seaport only. However, New Gim-hae International Airport Development Plan
recently announced has brought us the last piece of puzzle, that is airport, which enables Busan to grow logistics
center city in genuine term. As a result, the possibility to make the globally integrated logistics system based on
Busan completed has been increased so as to link seaport and airport directly, and, by doing this, cargoes can be
transported anytime to anywhere in the world.
There is no doubt that the completion of globally integrated logistics system would be a critical success factor to
attract global firms and generate many jobs in Busan and BJFEZ. In this regard, Busan City government and BJFEZ
Authority has to set up the policy to integrate Busan New Port and Gim-hae New Airport with top priority, then,
the analysis on the benchmarking cases in and out of the country should be conducted to find out the strategy
customized to us.
In addition, in order to link the Newport with the new airport and to ensure consistency in policy implementation,
the Gimhae New International Airport should be designated as a free economic zone. The designation of the
Gimhae International Airport as free economic zones is needed for policy consistency, logistics tri-port linkage,
and the establishment of mid- to long-term logistics roadmap. This is for the southeastern region including Pusan
to become the true center of logistics, and it is because the global logistics center is directly connected to the
future of the Southeast and the country further.

Airport

Sea & Air center
International
terminal
complex

Logistics Band

Seaport

Global supply
base

< Tri-port: Logistics Tri-Port >

Rail
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Introduction of the 『Dutch Mainport Development Strategy』
as a National Growth Policy
Summary of report forBJFEZ Authority’s business trip to the Netherlands
Strategy of strong country of trading to cope
with slowed growth of world trading volume
World marine trade volume has grown at an average
annual rate of 4% since 2000, exceeding 10 billion tons
in 2014 with the global economic growth. However,
the growth of maritime trade volume is expected to be
slowed down little bit due to the global recession, the
spread of regionalism due to the conclusion of FTAs
between neighboring countries, and the reinforcement
of the re-shoring and near-shoring phenomenon in
which the firms abroad come back to either their home
countries or neighboring countries.

of sharing economy and manufacturing by technological
innovation such as 3D printing, and the identification of
manufacturing and consumption areas will further diminish
the prospects for future global maritime trade growth.

In addition, the global trade volume growth formula,
which has been correlated with the two fold of GDP
growth rate, appears to be broken. In 2015, the world
economic growth rate was 3.1% compared with the
previous year, but the world trade growth rate was only
2.8% which is lower than that.
The decline in manufacturing volume due to the spread

However, despite the changes in global trade patterns,
the geographical superiority of Korea, which is
located between China and Japan, the world's largest
manufacturing / consumption markets, provides optimal
conditions to be a hub for from manufacturing &
processing, to transshipment in Northeast Asia. so it has
a solid growth base as a trading powerhouse.

The changes in the world trade structure as described
above are expected to be a major critical factor for
countries with high foreign trade dependence, such as
Korea, where international trade accounts for 64% of
the national GDP. (as of 2016)

www.bjfez.go.kr
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The most important thing is to maintain a consistent growth strategy while keeping flexibility to respond to
rapidly changing external environment.
We need to pay attention to the Netherlands to find the answer. Based on its excellent geographical and economic
competitiveness as a gateway to Europe, the Netherlands, which is a representative country that has pursued
an open economy that is highly dependent on international trading has designated and focused its support
on nine leading industries (Top Sector) not only to enhance the competitiveness of local companies entering
overseas market, but also, to implement strategies to create a business climate that attracts foreign top-ranking
companies. We will look at the "Mainport Development Strategy", a representative example of the national
growth strategy being pursued by the Netherlands, and look for the necessary parts to advance growth strategy
our own to become a trading power.

< Global Trade/GDP Multiplier by yearr >

The Netherlands Land Development Policy focusing on 『Mainport Development Strategy』
The Dutch economy, which had been booming during the 1960s and 1970s, underwent an extreme recession in
the 1980s, undergoing changes in the external environment, including the opening of the EU market. Many
companies, including the collapse of the shipbuilding industry, have undergone restructuring and have been in
a long-term recession for nearly a decade. At that point of time Dutch government launched the "National Land
Development Policy" (1988), which included the "Mainport Development Strategy" centered on the fostering
of the Port of Rotterdam and Schipol Amsterdam Airport for the reconstruction of the national economy,
andselected the nurturing of logistics industry using the geographical advantages as a “Gateway” to Europe, as a
long-term core element of the national economic development.
The core of “Mainport development strategy” is to further enhance the competitiveness of Rotterdam Port and
Schiphol Airport, which had a great share in the Dutch economy at the time and were already competitive
globally, to lead other economic sectors through fostering strong industry instead ofprotecting vulnerable
industry protection.
Given the superior geographical and economic conditions of the Netherlands and the nature of the economic
structure that is heavily dependent on international trade, the main direction of the "Mainport development
strategy" is to create value and to spread the ripple effects throughout the national economy including the
related industries by making the Mainport to perform the three main flows such asEuropean Gateway of freight,
cargo and digital information flow.
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Significant impact on surroundings

MAINPORT

Hinterland

< Idea of Mainport strategy >

Contribution to
economic development

Since the introduction of the policy, in the 1990s, in fact, the Dutch economy has actually begun to show signs of
recovery and revitalization. Especially, it is known that the growth of the container logistics industry centered on
Rotterdam Port significantly contributed to revitalization of the domestic economy. In order to expand the port of
Rotterdam, the most important facility of the Mainport strategy infrastructures, the Maasvlakte II project, which
is being implemented since 2008 will be financed by government funds of over KRW 3 trillion with the aim of
completion in 2030 and the total investment amount for the realization of “Vision 2030”, a mid- and long-term
master plan forRotterdam Port, is over 10 trillion won.
The Port of Rotterdam is currently overwhelming the ports of Antwerp and Hamburg in terms of size and operational
efficiency and is firmly establishing its status as a hub port in Europe, and it creates direct and indirect economic
added value of more than 25 trillion won, contributing to about 3.7% and about 150,000 jobs.
The comfortable and innovative Rotterdam urban environment based on the Port of Rotterdam attracts large
multinationals through the provision of the highest level of physical and knowledge based infrastructure, and
the attracted companies serve as a catalyst for further development providing a strategic cooperation flow to
existing local companies.The second Mainport strategic asset, Schiphol Airport, is also an important part of the
national economy. For now, Schiphol Airport, the third largest airport in Europe, generates about 30 trillion won
in economic value, accounting for about 4% of national GDP, and accordingly about 300,000 jobs are created.
The country plans to physically expand facilities such as runways, passenger terminals and cargo terminals in order
to solve the shortage of airport facilities that are currently saturated, and based on the seamless linkage of air
and land logistics networks, the country is making efforts to attract air cargo through the facilitation of three
key logistics (foods, flowers, and e-commerce) and implemented airport growth strategies such as attracting
multinational corporations through the creation of air-cities near the airport.

Expansion of “Mainport Development
Strategy” into Digital Domain
The digital industry and the economic environment
represented by "artificial intelligence" and "big data" are
changing at a very rapid pace, therefore opinions that
the existing Mainport strategy as a mid- and long-term
strategy has limits in responding to external environment
are emerging within the Dutch government.
In other words, there is a growing awareness that
the growth strategy system with Rotterdam Port and
Schiphol Airport as its axis is no longer able to function
as a growth engine of the national economy.
Currently, the Dutch government is planning to establish
a "2040 Business Climate Development Strategy", a new
national growth policy that goes beyond the existing
Mainport strategy.

In addition to enhancing the competitiveness of the
existing Mainport infrastructure (airport and port),
focusing on improving the business climate for attracting
foreign companies, package-type polities for balanced
growth in various areas such as digital infrastructure,
high quality life and service level are brought up as major
alternatives.
Now big data-based forecasting logistics using integrated
information system and artificial intelligence technology
is becoming common, so it is essential to establish a
"digital infrastructure" as a business environment suitable
for attracting multinational corporations.
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In response to these changes, the Dutch government
is pushing for an expanded Mainport development
strategy, centering on its third generation
infrastructure, by adding the "Digital Mainport"
centered on Amsterdam to the existing Mainport
(airports, ports). In order to promote efficient business,
the government takes charge of the control tower
function, and the cooperation system composed of
enterprises, government agencies and universities in
various industrial fields is in many cases in charge of
actual business promotion.

Implications of Dutch Mainport Strategy
The Mainport Strategy in the Netherlands has currently
an ongoing debate about improvements and still needs
further investigation and analysis in order to gain a better
understanding of the detailed strategies introduced.
However, we have summarized the implications for us
based on the findings figured out so far.
First, the Government of the Netherlands is striving to
share clear goals and performance evaluation criteria
for the development direction of national strategic
infrastructures. In other words, prior to the consistent
expansion of the infrastructure, which is accompanied
by enormous financial burdens such as airports and
ports, it is a structure of stopping the development of
infrastructure if the effects from economic investment
in the infrastructure developmentare not much larger
than the investment in other industries. Rotterdam Port
Corporation defines the strategic value of Rotterdam Port
as "the value that contributes to the nation's innovation
competitiveness as viewed from the national perspective"
(2012) and makes efforts to prove to the government that
the port has the strategic value of the port for receiving
consistent investment for port infrastructure.
Second, there is agovernment-led close cooperation system
established between the strategic asset management
institutions of Mainport and related industries.
Dutch Mainport strategic assets such as Rotterdam Port,

Schiphol Airport and Amsterdam Digital Hub are currently
operating sophisticated information systems (Port’s
portbase, Airport Cargonaut) within their respective
communities. However, it is true that as the exchange
of information between individual communities is
disconnected, the efficiency of system operation is
reduced, so integration is required.
In order to respond to such needs, the Neutral Logistics
Information Platform (NLIP) concerning individual
information system of each industrial community is being
pursued under the leadership of the Dutch government.
There is an established structure where the government
is responsible for the control tower function, and the
infrastructure operation organizations such as ports
and airports and the related industries have close
cooperation structure to maintain the business driving
force continuously. Information systems by government
departments and agencies (e.g. airports, ports, customs,
etc.) are still disconnected and it is considered that a policy
movement is needed to improve our situation, which is
being used in various ways while being disconnected.
Finally, promotion activities are being systematically carried
out in order to enhance internal competitiveness and to
communicate their strengths to the outside. The Holland
International Distribution Council (HIDC), a leading nonprofit
company specialized in promoting countries and attracting
companies in the field of logistics and the Netherlands
Overseas Investment Promotion Agency (NFIA), have led
and established a corporation network while promoting
charms of the country as a major European logistics hub
targeting foreign companies in the fashion and life sciences
where the Netherlands has strengths.
The government / local government agencies / institutions
and corporations in each industry are carrying out various
types of promotional activities for attracting investment
and finding out joint investment partners, but this is a
good reference for improving our current situation, which
is not being managed in an integr

Mainport strategic assets subject to focused nurturing

Schiphol Airport

Rotterdam Port

Amsterdam Digital Hub
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BUSAN | Burckhardt Compression Korea Busan Ltd. (BCKB)

Burckhardt Compression Korea Busan Ltd. (BCKB)
Reciprocating compressors for the LNG Industry

Burckhardt Compression is one of the worldwidemarket leaders in the field of reciprocating compressorsand the
only manufacturer that covers a completerange of reciprocating compressor technologies.Its customized compressor
systems are used in theupstream oil & gas, gas transport and storage, refinery,chemical, petrochemical and industrial gas
sectors.Burckhardt Compression’s leading technology, high-qualitycompressor components and the full range ofservices
help customers to minimize life cycle costs oftheir reciprocating compressor systems around theworld. Since 1844 the
company’s highly skilled workforce has craftedsuperior solutions and set the benchmark in the gascompression industry.
Burckhardt Compression is a Swiss company that designs, manufactures and services reciprocating compressors for more
than 170 years, and in order to provide better support to customers in shipbuilding and maritime industries in Korea, the
company constructed facilities capable of engineering, assembling, and testing compressors in BJFEZ.
According to Marcel Pawlicek, CEO of Burckhardt Compression, Burckhardt Compression Korea is a global growth
strategy that demonstrates the company’s commitment to Korea's shipbuilding business. Korean shipyards are global
leadersthat build LNG carriers. In order to meet the demand for LNG evaporation gas compressors and to shorten the
supply schedule, the company decided to invest in Korea, and Burckhardt Compressionbecame able to keep its promise to
Korean customers. The facility was built in Gangseo-gu, Busan in November 2015, and the first compressor was assembled
and tested in 2016.
BJFEZ fully meets the conditions for building new local facilities required by Burckhardt Compression. BJFEZ, a powerful
economic center in Northeast Asia, provides high-quality manufacturing environment, management environment and
residential environment for foreign investors and this attractive place not only provides access to local shipbuilding industry,
but also helps hiring many talented workers that can have significant impacts in creating values for Burckhardt Compression.
In the Busan plant, the assembly and testing of the reciprocating compressor system are available and the engineering and
packaging competence center for the skid mounted compressor was built in Busan. Burckhardt Compression can provide
compressor skids that can be installed in LNG vessels currently being built in Korea, by finding out companies and investing
in a network of other business partners. By using two of the latest commissioning facilities, which are the strongest point of
the Busan facility, the company is proud to be able to perform test runs ofLaby®- GI compressor load. In addition, the fact
that simplifying the production and delivery process by operating the current facility as a bonded factory is also a strength.

www.bjfez.go.kr
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GYEONGNAM | NAIGAI EUNSAN LOGISTICS Co., Ltd.

NAIGAI EUNSAN LOGISTICS Co., Ltd.
LCL console service including international multimodal
transportation service and equipment
NAIGAI EUNSAN LOGISTICS Co., Ltd. is a joint venture between NAIGAI Trans Line(representative,
Tsunedaakira), a leading Japanese multimodal transportation company, and "EUNSAN SHIPPING
AIRCARGO (representative, Yang Jae-saeng)", a leading logistics company in Korea. and the company is
making efforts to construct a logistics network among Korea, China and Japan and to exchange logistics
by making Busan Newport and BJFEZ as its logistics base.
Multimodal transport or combined transport means that a multimodal transport operator (MTO) takes over a cargo at its
own responsibility and transfers it from one point of the country to a designated delivery point located in another country,
using more than two types of transportation among various transportations such as flight, railway and road transportation
according to a multimodal transportation contract.
Consol is an abbreviation of consolidation. It means transporting LCL cargos that cannot fill one container, which is a
container shipping unit, by collecting the cargo and transporting in a single container. NAIGAI EUNSAN LOGISTICS Co., Ltd.
which is a joint venture between NAIGAI TRANS, which has strengths in multimodal transportation, and EUNSAN
SHIPPING AIRCARGO, which has strengths in console service, has invested 170 billion won in total as business expenses
in September last year, and completed the construction of a logistics center with a construction area of 20,995 square
meters (6,350 pyeong) in a site of 33,694 square meters (10,200 pyeong) and started offering full-scale logistics services.
The company provides the best logistics service by utilizing the geographical advantage that can utilize various transportation
modes including Busan Newport in BJFEZ and neighboring Gimhae International Airport, Busan Newport back road and
currently underway railroad. Especially, due to the nature of Busan Newport, it is equipped with warehouses for various
purposes such as refrigerated warehouses, warehouses storing dangerous materials, clean rooms and so on to serve as
a base for overseas logistics bases. In addition to simple goods storage, the company also imports semi-finished products
from Japan and processes and labels the products together, while trying to make high value-added warehouses. The
company will build logistics networks among Korea, China and Japan, andcontributes to the development of the Southeast
Asian economy by reducing logistics costs, supporting production of companies in Korea and abroad, and attracting new
cargo which creates high added value.
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BUSAN | HANRIM INTECH Co., Ltd.

HANRIM INTECH Co., Ltd.
HANRIM INTECH Co., Ltd. is the tier 1 supplier of Renault Samsung Motors (RSM) to manufacture and
sell vehicle ceiling (head lining), floor (carpet) and trunk (soundproofing material) inside a car. In 2006,
the company has moved into BJFEZ and achieved more than four times of growth in ten years. This year
it is expected to record annual sales of 70 billion units, and the company was awarded the RSM Quality
Excellence Prize as the Asia representative. Currently, it has achieved zero PPM which had no defects
in the past two years.

Breaking through difficulties with
excellent partnership

Achieved zero PPM… with
annual sales of 60 billion
HANRIM INTECH is a company that produces and
sells automobile interior materials starting together
with Renault Samsung Motors RSM in 1995 and
now has annual sales of 60 billion. The company has
experienced numerous twists and turns before it made
this achievement. From the financial crisis in Korea to
the Lehman Brothers scandal in the US, the company
hasresolved the tough times with its partnership only.
The company has made a plan to reduce 10% of the
delivery price by cooperating with suppliers, and the
employees have been sharing the pain by returning
the bonus. The company also studied how to reduce
production costs by working proactively when there
was a crisis, and it made efforts to reduce defects. After
making such efforts, the company achieved zero PPM
with making almost no defects for two years, and last
year the company won the best quality award presented
by RSM as the Asia representative.

Quality as much as powerfully!
"It's not competitive because it's cheap. Quality should
be the top priority. " It is the working principle of HANRIM

INTECH and means that the price competitiveness is
meaningful as long as the quality is good.
Japan, which felt the serious risks from damage caused
after the tsunami hit Japan in 2012, implemented a policy
that “40% of parts should be imported from overseas.”
RSM, who heard the news, introduced HANRIM INTECH
,which has always had excellent skills, to Nissan, Nissan
has received three items from the company, including a
ceiling (head lining).
HANRIM INTECH achieved zero-PPM for the past two
years after delivering goods to Nissan. A Nissan executive
who surprised with this visited HANRIM INTECH to know
how to reduce defects. The production of automotive
interior materials is difficult as it entails many defects.
Wheels, chassis, etc. are hard and comprehensive, so
there is almost nothing particularly problematic.

www.bjfez.go.kr
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HANRIM INTECH Co., Ltd.

However, there are many emotional parts such as
gaps, colors, and joints in the interior, which may lead
to poor quality such as a mismatch of color and poor
connection when a ceiling (head lining) is installed. It is
not easy to solve this problem perfectly even in Japan, a
manufacturing powerhouse. It is a point that shows how
HANRIM INTECH's technology is superior.
On the other hand, HANRIM INTECH has been preparing
for the future by reducing costs and defects when RSM
is experiencing difficulties in 2013. The company will
also continue its research on quality enhancement by
establishing technical partnership with excellent partners.

'People are the future' ... Need to make bold
investment in future lucrative industries
"You have to become a company with manpower. Many
SMEs do not have the capacity to nurture talents, so
there are some companies neglecting recruitment. It
needed to do business not just for now, but for running
the business after 10 years, but if a company tries to find
talented workers after then, the company would lag
behind for 10 years." saidHANRIM INTECH, a foreigninvested company which entered BJFEZin 2006 and grew
more than four times, when meeting with reporters,
the company official added "it is the secret of HANRIM
INTECH's growth."

Even in the difficult economic conditions recently, the
company emphasized the need for cultivating human
resources and planned investment for new lucrative
sectors. Because the company is not big enough to
be strong in crisis, so it should prepare for the crisis in
advance.
The company reaches for the companies in advance that
it wants to make partnership with, and prepares for the
business while looking ahead 7 to 8 years, not just this
year. The product quality and customer company is the
first priority, but HANRIM INTECH has grown with this
challenging spirit and the preemptive policy.
There is also enough preparation to challenge a new
field. It is not enough for corporate internal reserves, but
the company has enough capacity to enter new fields.
It has a small but solid technologies and aims to make
small but strong enterprise and jump to medium-sized
enterprises by introducing things that large companies
cannot do.
An official of HANRIM INTECH said, "As the company’s
physical strength is stored, we are willing to challenge
adjacent items or similar items that we can best do."
Meanwhile, in the past 22 years, HANRIM INTECH has
been loved for its superior quality with no defects while
delivering ceilings (head lining), floor (carpet) and trunk
(sound insulation) at a reasonable price.
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Report |
'BJFEZ', the chance to usher in the 4th Industrial Revolution
Kim dong-min

From manufacturing to R & D center ...
developed as the advance base for fourth industrial revolution

Korea Shipping GAZETTE Reporter
BJFEZ is preemptively responding to changes in the Fourth Industrial Revolution with the aim of realizing the best logistics
and business center in the world. It has been promoting the construction of high-tech industrial parks starting from the
development of harbors and logistics complexes. At the same time, the zone has been transformed into an advance
base for the fourth industrial revolution through the construction of international new cities, foreign education, medical
institutions, tourism and leisure complexes. Development is underway in ways that newport area takes logistics and
distribution international business, Myungji area takes international business, medical education, logistics, high-tech parts.
Ungdong area takes leisure, recreation, high-tech industry, logistics. Jisa area takes high-tech production, R & D (R & D)
center. and Dudong area takes development centering on logistics, distribution, housing, culture, and R & D center.
In this way, BJFEZ is creating the best business environment
in which companies can perform manufacturing and R & D
in 'one-stop'. In addition, since the region is geographically
located in the center of Northeast Asia, it is considered as
the best place for global economic activities, and logistics
and transportation infrastructure are also excellent. The
Gimhae International Airport is located in the vicinity of
Busan Newport, which is growing as a hub port of the
world, and is connected to the Newport’s back railroad,
which is expected to be connected to Europe in the future.
In other words, it is evaluated as an optimal logistics hub
in which both land and sea transportation are connected.

Korea-Japan Logistics Hub “emerges”
Last May, I visited BJFEZ Authority and listened to the
vivid voice of tenant companies. What would have been
the fascination of the companies, who have moved in
the zone early, with the BJFEZ Authority?
Nippon Express, which completed the construction of
'NEX-BGLC' in April 2016, cited cheap rents and tax
cuts as the major advantages of the region. Initially, the
company operated in the form of a leased warehouse,
but it made a bold investment as the company
determined that the efficiency of its own warehouse
would be high. There are many advantages, and among
them business and service diversification are analyzed
as positive A representative of Nippon Express said,
"We also needed our own facilities in order to expand

1) Transshipment

the scope of our business. Through this center, we are
expanding our business area to TS1) and intermediary
trading." In particular, when the Hanjin Shipping incident
took place last year, the company emphasized that it was
able to cope with the situtation more flexibly than other
companies. In addition, the production of the "double
number vehicle", which can be operated with the car
numbers of Korea and Japan at the same time, greatly
shortens the transportation time and reduces the lead
time as having domestic procurement. These advantages
do not require inventory.
Meanwhile, the center's site area and building area
are 33,780m2 and 18,680m2 respectively. Building A is
used for office and general warehouse, and building B
is used for warehouse storing dangerous materials, and
building C is used for guard. The inside of the center is
divided into distribution and processing zones and fixed
temperature warehouses for each floor, and overhead
type ceiling crane is installed in packing and large cargo
area. The center roof is equipped with photovoltaic
power generation facilities.
An official from Nippon Express said, "BJFEZ Authority will
give full support to foreign companies, so it would be nice
to consider investment here." "We have a goal of expanding
intermediary trade based on Busan Newport, and will
strengthen the intermediary trade function of the region."
NAIGAI EUNSAN LOGISTICS Co., Ltd. has completed the
construction of its logistics center in September 2016
and is engaged in aggressive sales.

www.bjfez.go.kr

Both the Nipponexpress and the NAIGAI EUNSAN
LOGISTICS Centers are very impressive with their interior
and exterior which are clean and neatly arranged.
The center is operated with a dock warehouse of 3100m2,
an on-ground warehouse of 13,200m2, a second floor’s
mezzanine warehouse of 1500m2, a refrigerator of
1200m2, a clean room of 100m2, a dangerous goods
warehouse of 500m2 and a yard of 13,200㎡. Logistics
and warehousing businesses are done together so there
are synergies generated.
The company official said, "(Busan Newport) has a
geographical function as an excellent hub port so that
it can serve as a transit point when typhoon arrives."
"Korea is investing heavily in new ports, and overseas
logistics companies are interested in this region."
NAIGAI EUNSAN LOGISTICS Co., Ltd. has business
focuses on LCL console services such as raw materials
and equipment, and is planning to strengthen its hub
functions. In particular, it is emphasized that thatin the
Free Trade Zone re-engineering, labeling and repair
work can be done freely, which can create added value
in various aspects besides logistics business. An official
said, "If the Gimhae International Airport is expandeds in
the future, it will provide a base for attracting air cargo
and increase high value-added items," he said.

Competitiveness enhanced
with specialized services
Meanwhile, CJ Korea Express and BIDC are strengthening
their competitiveness through 'specialized services'
based on the region.
CJ Korea Express operates two centers in BJFEZ Authority. CJ
Korea Express Busan BND located in the hinterland complex
of Busan Newport's north side has a site area of 66,115
square meters and a construction area of 29,752 square
meters. CJ Korea Express SB, located in Busan Newport's
Ungdong hinterland complex, has a land area of 47,586m2,
and it was constructed in a building area of 19,834 square
meters. In addition, the company has formed a strategic
alliance with Yongsung Sea&Air, located in the hinterland
of Ungdong, and operates a space of 30,357㎡ together.
CJ Korea Express strategically specialized the character
of the cargo handled in this region. It mainly handles the
London Metal Exchange (LME)'scargo, which has a very
slow inventory turnover, since long term storage is common.
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CJ Korea Express official said, "While it is important to
make money from the warehouse, we can maintain good
relations with our suppliers by constantly providing them
with work." So we try to include personnel of partner
companies in our employees and provide them with work
constantly. "He explained.
CJ Korea Express plans to increase its base to 10 in
the future and increase its total sales through the CFS
business to 200 billion won by 2020. This is close to
20% of the total market. In addition, CJ Korea Express
plans to automate and systematize existing businesses by
integrating various new technologies developed through
its own research institute into logistics sites.
BIDC, the first foreign invested company in BJFEZ
Authority, operates a large-scale logistics center in Busan
Newport with a total area of 143,000 square meters. The
company has been selected as a first tenant company in
the north side of Busan Newport in 2005, and has been
establishing logistics partnerships with global companies
such as Amway and BASF for continuous growth. The
size of the headquarters where the 1st and 2nd logistics
centers are located is 103,680m2, and the Ungdong area
is 38,720m2. BIDC is expanding its business into various
fields such as domestic logistics, international logistics
and new business, from the operation of logistics centers
linking regions such as Asia, America, Europe and Africa
with the aim of becoming a global leading logistics
company. In particular, it operates a separate packaging
business team and is evaluated as providing a practical
one-stop service to its customers.
In addition, labeling process is carried out to meet
criteria of imported and exported products of korea and
exporting countries, and a variety of value-added logistics
are created such as manufacturing a new product group
by combining goods entering in the logistics center and
supporting promotion for shippers. In addition, technical
protection from pollutants and periodic inspection and
maintenance are actively carried out to maintain and
preserve the equipment stored, in order to make the
equipment perform its original functions.
Ultimately, the company said that it operates an
integrated logistics system that responds to customer
requests in real time for "total logistics services" such
as land, sea and air transportation’s storage, customs
clearance, and unloading ports related to all import and
export cargos. This one-stop logistics service provides
fast and safe logistics services at low logistics costs.
"This is not just a logistics center, but a base for creating
diverse added value," said BICD official. "This is currently
operated as Amway Asia Hub Center. We are also
performing processing works for products exported to
Asia, and employ more than 200 people. "He said.
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Opened the 2nd Hinterland Road of Busan Newport
Kim Sang-won
Maxerve Co. Ltd. – Manager of Busan New Port’s 2nd back road
The Busan Newport’s 2 nd Back Road (Namhae Expressway No.3 and ExpresswayNo.105) is responsible for
the wide-area transport system in Busan Newport and BTO plan was approved in Apr 2014 with aims to
build a back transportation system through smooth handling of cargo volume, and it has been opened
and operated after nine companies including Lotte Construction completed the construction on January
13, 2017 with a total investment cost of 614 billion won (based on the concession agreement) with the
54-month construction period.
It is directly connected to 15.26km round trip four-lane highway from to Jilye interchange located in Namhae highway
in Jillye-myeon, Gimhae-si, Gyeongsangnam-do, to Ungdong district and Ungdong back complex, west container
of Busan Newport located in Nammun-dong, Jinhae-gu, Changwon-si. Most of the roads constructed are in the
mountainous area,and 70% of the total 15.26 km of roads were opened in 5 long tunnels (3.3 km of maximum
extension tunnel made through a hill) and bridges newly constructed, and Busan New Port’s 2nd back road co. Ltd, a
private business, operates the road under consignment administration for 30 years.
It is an alternative route of Busan Newport No. 1
back road (local roads 58 and 69) and it is possible
to solve complaints by decreasing the transportation
distance by 18 km and reducing the logistics
for of the access by cars using Busan Newport,
anddistributing traffic volume in usually congested
areas, and the access to the Aramir golf course in
the Jinhae-Ungdong tourism and leisure complex
will be facilitated.
The 4-month-old Busan Newport's second back
highway exceeded 40% of the traffic volume of the
Convention. In consideration of the fact that more
than 50% of the roads are used by large containers
for imports and exports of cargos and other goods,
in three operation centers (Jinhae, Daechung,
Namjinlye) a HIGH PASS system, which the access
of cargo vehicle is available is operating. The toll is
charged at KRW 1,900 for the first class and KRW
2,500 for the fifth class for the total length of 15.26
km (from Jilye interchange to last stop of newport).
However, the Jinhae IC office, which is currently
entering and leaving in Sosa-dong, Jinhae-gu, is
closed as Sosa-Noksan Gando road is not opened,
but at the end of this year, it will be connected
directly to the Nammun area and the Machan
general industrial complex via National highway
No. 2 after the completion scheduled at the end of
this year, and it will be connected to Dudong area,
and Namyang area, and the transportation time to
Noksan is expected to be shortened thus the number
of vehicles using the road will increase continuously.
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Gimhae New Airport, the Hope of Busan in the future
Song Jong-hong
Director of Airport Planning Division, Busan Metropolitan City
The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport is
working on the Gimhae new airport construction project
in order to deal with the growing demands for air
transportation in Yeongnam area in a timely manner. The
preliminary feasibility study has been finalized, and as a
result, the business feasibility has been secured. The total
project cost has been determined to be 5.960 trillion won,
with an increase of 1.77 trillion won from the original
announcement of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and
Transport in June last year. The capacity was determined
to deal with 3,800 million people annually. When Gimhae
new airport is built, it will generate 13,317.6 billion won of
production inducement effect and 81,930 of job creation
effect nationwide, which will strengthen the national
competitiveness and become the key power of future
Busan. To support this, Busan has plans to construct a
new port in Gimhae as follows.
First, the city will introduce advanced airport facilities
and operation technology to create a world-class luxury
airport. The city will introduce user-oriented software
to operate the FAST system and guide robots that will
shorten the passenger waiting time in order to create a
convenient airport utilization environment, and we will
construct eco-friendly high-tech terminal with pleasant
facilities. In addition, it will secure a runway that is longer
than the government plan of 3,200m in preparation for
the safe landing of the F-class super-sized aircraft and
the operation of the dedicated cargo plane. We will also
plan to use the new passenger terminal and the existing
Gimhae airport terminal most effectively. In order to
revitalize the local industry, The city will create an AirCity in connection with Western Busan Global City and
create a multi-logistics system (Tri-Port) combining new
port, railway and new port to create jobs related to
future lucrative industry.
Secondly, due to the construction of a new airport
in Gimhae, it is anticipated that there will be noisedamaged households. Therefore, the city will build a
gateways airport that can operate for 24 hours as part of
implementing noise countermeasures. It will make much
efforts to designated noise-damaged areas as the areas
to be developed as an airport development area, and will
figure out various migration measures in conjunction
with the surrounding development projects. In this
process, the city will work on a people-centered new
airport construction that can satisfy all citizens.
Third, the city will establish an efficient access network
that will enable convenient access to the Gimhae new
airport from anywhere in Yeongnam area.
For this, the city will make its best efforts to reflect the

construction of north and south bound 1-way road, new
airport approach road, and road connecting Garak and
Sasang (airport bridge), and the installation of KTX transit
station and the launch of new airport shuttle train in to
the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport’s basic
development plan.In addition, the city plans to ask the
central government by jointly cooperating with other cities
concerning the wide-area transportation network planned
in neighboring cities and provinces such as Ulsan City. Busan
city will also make efforts to improve accessibility within the
Busan city by promoting the highway construction project
between Haeundae and Sasang.
Fourth, Busan city will create Air-City, which will lead the
strengthening of supporting function for Gimhae new
airport and the revitalization of southern region industrial
belt. The city will introduce related functions such as
business, commerce, tourism, convention, logistics and
distribution using 6,900 ㎡ reserved area in the southern
part of Gimhae new airport announced by the government.
To this end, the city will build a tri-port system that connects
the Gimhae new airport with the new port and the railway
thus strengthening thecentral function ofindustrial belt in
hinterland ofGimhae new airport, and will create a city with
various high-value-added industrial functions.
Although there was concern that it would be just the
level of expanding the Gimhae airport at the time of the
announcement of the construction of the Gimhae new
airport, the Gimhae new airport is resulted from an optimal
combination of regional harmonization during the site
selection process, and it is close to metropolitan cities in
Yeongnam area,and the environmental degradation is
relatively small as the existing airport is used. The city will do
its best to make these advantages better, and to supplement
the weak parts with sincere efforts, and to make it to stand
up as the gateway airport of Yeongnam area.
As the new government has pledged to build a new
airport of Gimhae as a gateway airport for the southeast
region, Gimhae's new airport project will be more
resilient. The city is sure that Gimhae New Airport
will play a role in our aviation history as an important
infrastructure for the national development.
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Renault Samsung Motors' Milk Run logistics system
< KOREA >

Kang Sung-min

gathering

Attraction Support Team, BJFEZ Authority

< JAPAN >

Nissan

Nissan
port

Supplier A

Milk Run Logistics is a method of logistics that milk
companies collect raw milk touring suppliers in order.
- A Japanese automobile company imports automobile
parts transporting vehicles (wingbody chassis) using
Korean and Japanese passenger vessels, collects
imported goods, classifies and repackages them
while touring domestic part manufacturers, and
imports them as vehicles

Busan Port Milk Run Logistics Status

Trailer Korean
tow truck

Trailer tow truck

Nissan

tour

delivery

Supplier B

port

Nissan
Supplier C

Nissan’s Kyushu plant, etc.

< Concept map of Nissan’s inbound Milk Run >

"C & S International Logistics (ChunilCargo Transportation)" and "Nipponexpress", which are tenant companies in the
Newport’s hinterland complex, are providing milk run procurement logistics services between Nissan Motor (Kyushu,
Japan) and domestic auto parts manufacturers
- In 2011, Nissan Motor introduced milk run logistics using ferry vessels, aiming at cost reduction and supply of
spare parts on time, given the geographical advantage of Busan Port and the characteristics of Busan, Ulsan and
Gyeongju in which part industry is advanced.
- 40 parts makers in Korea recorded a significant increase in exports starting from their first exports of 600 million
won in 2011, exceeding 270 billion won in 2015
- Exports of parts will continue to increase due to strong Nissan exports to the Americas.
- Approximately 7,000 job swere created by domestic parts makersand related logistics companies created approximately
KRW 50 billion annually
Starting from 2013, 'double number vehicles' registered simultaneously in both Korea and Japan were used
- Double number is the number of the towed cars registered simultaneously in the automobile registration centers of
Korea and Japan

Nissan Motor’s Milk Run Logistics System
Nissan is using a lot of Korean parts through the joint venture with Renault Samsung Motors.
- At the Nissan Kyushu Plant, which has a complete assembly line, the company plans to increase the proportion of
imported parts within the next three years from 10% to 40%
- First, the company will establish a new parts procurement network that will consider Kyushu factory and Korea as one
Chunil is in charge of logistics service in Korea, and about 40 parts companies (most are located in Busan, Ulsan and
Gyeongju, and some are in Gyeonggi region) are toured
- Chunil is operating about 40 trucks to deal with about 100 wingbody chassis owned by Nippon Express.
- Milk run cargo in Korea will be gathered at the Chunil Logistics Center (New Port C & S) in the Newport hinterland complex,
and the wingbody chassis will be finally loaded for export after reclassification of the cargo according to Nissan's assembly schedule.
- Documentations works such as export declaration and registration of export items under Nissan system are performed
by Nipponexpress in Korea
- The wingbody chassis, which has been loaded, will be transported to Busan International Passenger Terminal and will arrive in
Japan the next day through the ferry (Admiral Ferry and Camellia) departing in the evening (carrying 30 to 40 boxes per day)
- After the arrival in Japan, customs clearance procedure will be carried out on the same day afternoon and the products are
transported directly to the Nissan assembly line (there is no intermediate storaginge stage, and Nipponexpress is responsible
for the transportation of wingbody chassis in Japan)
- Wingbody chassis, which has completed the transportation to the final destination (Nissan’s Kyushu Plant), is returned to
Korea after being vacated and reintroduced into the Milk Run logistics line
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Nissan will reduce the procurement cost of parts by about 20%
through milk run, and at the same time reduced the supply time
from 30 days to 3 days "from parts producing factory to finished car
production line" by omitting the middle stages and realized “Daily
service” and achieved zero costs for inventory.
- Nissan originally had to send an order to the Korean vendor before
30 days. However, after the introduction of Milk Run, Nissan upgraded
the ordering system into the system making orders 6 days earlier.
• The reason for the reintroduction of wingbodychassis into Korea is that
Renault Samsung Motors is currently maintaining its existing parts
procurement and logistics system through individual vendors in Japan
rather than Milk Run.
• The reason is that the effect of Milk Run is not significant because the
franchise of Renault Samsung in Japan is scattered in Kyushu and Tokyo,
and the ferry fare is slightly higher than the container line.
• Nipponexpress has proposed Renault Samsung to introduce Milk Run in
Japan, but Renault Samsung's response is somewhat lukewarm

Implication
Nissan is renovating the Kyushu factory, which is geographically favorable
for procuring parts from Asia, from those centered on a mid-sized car
to a factory capable of producing compact cars with slightly lower
profit margins, and is showing moves to make Kyushu as the main
production base (expected to maintain production capacity of about
1 million vehicles annually)
- Other Japanese automobile manufacturers are increasing their
procurement of Korean parts. Korean parts exporting companies
are actively promoting their high quality products, and moves to secure
competitiveness of procurement logistics by Japanese automakers
are expected to be accelerated in preparation for the deterioration of export
competitiveness due to the yen appreciation, so it is needed to find out
the 2nd and the 3rd milk run.
- By finding out activities of Nissan and other Japanese-made finished
car companies, derivingthe best logistics system and helping to solve
institutional problems.
- Finding out a niche logistics business model that logistics forms
similar to milk run can be applied through cooperation with BJFEZ
tenant companies
Item

Major contents

Standardization of procurement and
production system

Shortening inventory period

Effects

Milk run

Increasing loading rate up to 100%

Wing shaped container

Efficient operation through pre-work forklift,
shortening waiting time at factory delivery site

Significant decrease in procurement period
from 40 to 6, inventory from 25 to 3
Reduction of logistics cost, productivity
improvement, reduction of number of trucks used
Reduced logistics cost and drastically
shortened lead time

No change in packaging, setting

Reduced cost (for packaging) and lead time

No cost to dispose of packaging material waste

Cost reduction (annual billions of yen)

On chassis customs

High speed clearance

Lead time improvement etc

Direct door to door transportation

It is possibleto realize it through the above contents

Realization of seamless (seamless) transportation

Risk management, production, SCM
education, etc.

Stable procurement regardless of various
unexpected situations including natural disaste

Realizing stable supply chain management (SCM) is
the biggest achievement of this project

Recycling pallets for transport

< The effect of introducing Milk-run logistics utilizing Nissan's double number wing-body chassis >
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Busan Port, be my dream!
Dreaming of the Best Port Logistics Expert
Kim You-jeong
BJFEZ Supporters

Hello, I amKim You-jeong,BJFEZ Supporters. On May 19th (Fri), there was 'visit to Busan Newport Promotion
Hall and at our of PNC Terminal Logistics System' for 3 hours from 2:30 pm as an offline mission in May.
I am a student majoring in trade, so I have always been very interested in port, logistics and shipping.
However, there was a limit in the theoretical study that I learned through my school books. Practice is very
important in trade, but since there is almost no opportunity to directly visit Busan port and experience
terminal logistics system, I wanted to know how the contents learned at school are applied in the field.
The first place to visit was the “Busan Newport Promotion Hall”, located on the 8th floor of the New Port
Office of Busan Port Authority. Pusan Port Corporation is a public corporation managing and operating
Busan Port, operated by the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries. For me, who have a dream of joining
Pusan Port Authority in the future, it was a tremendous opportunity to learn more about Busan Newport.
Busan New Port has the 6th largest container cargo handling performance in the world, and is Korea's
best port which is the No. 1 port with 94.5% of the transshipment cargo handling performance among
ports in Korea. And Busan New Port is planning to develop 44 berths by 2020 and process 21.5 million
TEU annually. In addition, since the opening of Busan Port, the best project, North Harbor redevelopment
project, has been underway as well as the development of port hinterland complex.
The second place to visit was 'PNC Terminal' located in Busan Newport. Pusan Newport Co., Ltd. (PNC)
was established by major large domestic corporations to respond to the national challenge to enhance
national competitiveness through the expansion of scarce port facilities and developing hub ports in
Northeast Asia. Samsung Group, which is a joint organizer, DP World, Hanjin Group, and Hyundai E &
C are participating as main shareholders, and it is the global container terminal operated by DP World,
a global terminal management company responsible for PNC terminal operations. The PNC terminal is
be divided into main building, mobile equipment maintenance factory, east gate and west gate, which
consist of 1 ~ 9 zones. What was most impressive during my tour of the terminal was the size of the
terminal larger than I thought.In addition, I was able to find various loading and unloading equipment
such as gates that I only saw in my text books, unexpected ship sizes, overwhelming container volumes,
container cranes, yards, CFS and tractors. Through this visit, I was able to see Busan New Port Co., Ltd.
constantly making efforts for smooth flow of container and maritime logistics. And most of all, it was my
greatest help to see the process of handling the container with my own eyes.
Through the 'Busan New Port Promotion Center Visit and the tour of PNC Terminal Logistics System'
activities, I was able to directly see the theoretical contents that I had learned at my school and access to
the contents that I could not learn in the classroom. I believe that I will be able to combine the theoretical
ability cultivated through the undergraduate course and the experience of BJFEZ supporters in the future
to become a global professional business practitioner of Korea as a trading powerhouse.
Therefore, I will become the best port logistics expert in my dream Pusan Port.
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BJFEZ supporters' visit to the
Newport and PNC terminal
What is BJFEZ?
Become an ambassador
for the on-line and offline promotion of BJFEZ
with unique fresh ideas
of college students

BJFEZ Supporters | Kwon Ga-hyun
I had time to tour the new port for about 3 hours. Currently, harbor
development in Korea has a direct impact on domestic economic
development as it is possible to import and export through ports and
airways before unification. I hope that Busan will become an international
hub in the future as it contributes to job creation and regional economic
development that are resulted from the development of ports.

BJFEZ Supporters | An Yoo-sung
The fact that sea and railway transportation are more desirable
than air transportation and Busan Port is the starting point for cargo
transportation if the country is unified is a reminder of the value of Pusan
Port. It was a fresh shock to me, who had the view that the rate of using
air transportation would increase continuously because of the safety
and speed. It was a time to know that Korea's port competitiveness
comes from Pusan Port.

BJFEZ Supporters | Ryu Han-jun
There was no opportunity to actually visit the logistics management
center or to feel the real logistics flow at the actual work site. It was a
great experience for me to feel about the logistics of the port with this
opportunity, and I think it will be an important asset to me later on. I
think Busan's logistics industry will be very appealing to many young
people including me, who are going to the job market from next year.

BJFEZ Supporters | Wang Je-hui
I was able to go inside of the PNC terminal where the public cannot
enter, only after going through checking as done in airport. It was
so interesting to directly see that the crane moved and the forklifts
piled up the container since before I has to look down from the PR
hall. The staff explained one by one and the most memorable is
the white container. Most of them are refrigerated containers and
usually contain frozen goods such as banana, orange, and grape.
Originally, they had to plug in the wires and the temperature should
be checked, and the person had to go and do the manual work. Now,
the company, Maersk, has introduced a device that remotely controls
and checks the container temperature wirelessly or automatically sets
the temperature.

Our first prize is
for our customer

The Future of the
Korean Economy

Encounter the best investment
environment in BJFEZ which
realizes the global hub for
international business and logistics
owned by the customer!
Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone

Achieved the 1st place for the
two consecutive years in the
performance evaluation
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evaluation
in 2015
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